the mind or of change, but neither the one or the other is enough to keep their walls standing. You don't enjoy the seven or seventy-seven wonders of a city, but the reply it gives to your question. -Or the question it puts to you, obliging you to reply.
Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities
Thessaloniki, a city of one million inhabitants, stretches out on a ridge along the gulf of Thermaikos, its coastline facing the Aegean Sea.
This unique, uninterrupted twenty-three-kilometer waterfront is bounded westward by the port, an important connecting point between the east Mediterranean Sea and the Balkan countries. In urban terms, the harbor and its adjacent areas, accommodating mainly commercial activities, have historically been one of the most agile and idiosyncratic parts of the city center, as in the case of Ladadika ("Oil Market"), a small enclave north of the Customs House. One of the few neighborhoods to escape destruction in the 1917 fire, which destroyed the historical core of the city, Ladadika is located a few hundred meters from the water's edge. From the I 920s onwardsand in addition to wholesale tradeit began to accommodate some brothels and traditional coffee shops, which served not only the locals but also transient visitors of the harbor: a multinational male population of soldiers, merchants, and tourists. This urban landscape, home to a mixture of legitimate and "illegitimate" economic transactions, was practically unchanged through the early 1990s; it is actually the phenomenon of its transformation that has drawn general attention to the district and will be briefly addressed in this essay.
Until that time, however, the distinct character of the area, equally dissimilar to any traditional or modern neighborhood of the city, was maintained in its essence, despite the demolition of some buildings and their replacement with six-and seven-story hotels, which also housed prostitution. When as a young architecture student I visited the neighborhood for the first time in 1 991 , the area presented itself to me as an open question. Bustling and crowded during daytime, resembling more a traditional bazaar than a typical commercial district of a modern city, it was regarded by the communal conscience as an obscure neighborhood, almost a phantom area during the night, presumably invisible in the mental map of respectable citizens.
Garyfallia Katsavounidou
Because of its ambiguous character, the neighborhood attracted not only prostitutes, "protectors," and male clients, but also other visitors: artists, writers, poets, and musicians. Most of them on the margins of mainstream culture themselves, they experienced the area, especially the interior spaces of the brothels, "mystifying and forbidden," as a field of inspiration for their work. Thus, Ladadika and its "sinful" aura was represented and articulated in literary narratives, pictorial images, and song lyrics; to a certain extent, it was through these constructs that the district's reputation was sustained within and disseminated outside the city limits. However, the mythology of the libidinous, erotic urban space attributed to Ladadika, was as illusory and problematic as its "invisibility." In fact, during our research project, which started in 1 991 , both the public space of the district and the interiors of the brothels disclosed no traces of erotic signs or representational forms; on the contrary, and to our surprise, they were not dissimilar to, or discernable from, one's quotidian urban and architectural experiences.! in our discussions with the users, the supposedly "erotic" experience inside the enclosures was described as a mere commercial transaction. For example, in their professional jargon, prostitutes called the brothel "shop" i^iuyaU), while the Creek word used to describe a brothel means "house" (oikos or ojiiti). The subversion of pre-constructed assumptions and expectations about the brothels, both in terms of form and content, ended up as a complete revision of our initial research hypothesis. Before starting our field research, we supposed that we would find evidence of an "erotic" architectural typology; we soon realized, however, that the questions in our study were related to the operations taking place inside the buildings, instead of to the buildings themselves. The lack of representational signs in the physical aspect of the buildings and the dis- The survival of the district's genius loci was parallel and interrelated to the absence of historic preservation of its 1 9th century architectural fabric, an absence that did not exclude their unofficial maintenance by the tenants. Although Ladadika is circumscribed by postwar high rise office buildings that constitute the modern downtown district of the city, the traditional commercial buildings survived demolition and continued to house the traditional functions for which they were built in an almost unaltered way. In the early 1990s, the bad condition of the buildingstheir decaying facades, the heterogeneity of signage, and the unadorned public spaces around themwas itself a sign that the district remained outside any municipal or state interest. The neglected status also conveyed that real estate prices were relatively low, especially in comparison to the neighboring downtown area, thus permitting the continuous use of both buildings and public spaces by their original users. In 1992, our data showed that both wholesale and retail trade, light industry, some offices, as well as a considerable number of brothels constituted Ladadika's uses.
As one should have predicted, though, "the decline of neighborhoods, rather than being corrected by gentrification, is its precondition. "2 A major transformation was initiated in 1989 with a subtle and, at that time, insignificant incident: the opening of an "alternative" brewery/coffee shop in the midst of the original, obscure uses. At first, it appealed to a specific audience, mostly consiststreet scene ing of members of the so-called "avant-garde" community of the city.
Nevertheless, the ambiguity of the site and its safely risque ambience made the place intriguing enough to become quickly popular Together with the general public, architects and city authorities gradually developed an interest in the district; official voices proclaimed an emergency to safeguard Ladadika's traditional buildings as monuments of 19th century architecture. These coincident gestures, both by nightdwellers and by architectural scholars, were the opening acts of what would very soon become a common public opinion. "Sinful" Ladadika called for attention; its hidden opportunities were finally brought to surface. The public opinion was largely influenced by numerous newspaper articles, interviews, and television and radio broadcasts, which transcended the city's borders and granted national fame to an up-tothen infamous area.
From 1993 to 1997, the city's authorities orchestrated a multiscale effort for saving the historical envelope of Ladadika, stated in terms of public policy, urban intervention, and architectural design. This "urban renaissance" 2 Rosalyn Deutsche, "Uneven Development: Public Art in New York City", October, no. 47, p. 27. 3 Joan Ockman, "Introduction:
From Sin City to Sign City," A+U, no. 344 (July 1999), pp. 6-10. Garyfallia Katsavounidou began with the landscaping of small squares, the designing of urban furniture such as sheds and street lamps, and, during a later stage, the re-laying of the streets with cobblestone so as to look old (again).
As one by one the original uses were eradicated, private developers, in cooperation with architects and decorators, refurbished the decaying buildings, repainted their facades, and redesigned their interiors so as to house the new commercial activitiesnamely, restaurants, music taverns, clubs, and bars, as well as art galleries and architects' studios. At the end of the process, Thessaloniki had reclaimed this historic district by transforming it into a predominantly entertainment-related zone.
Epilogue
In a recent article on Times Square, entitled "From Sin City to Sign City,"3 Joan Ockman offers a critical commentary on the redevelopment plan currently underway in the heart of New York City. In her revealing chronicle of the orchestration of this "conceptual makeover,"
Ockman pointedly stresses that the attempt to erase the "seedy, smutty, crime-ridden urban underbelly that was the area's more defining image for the last three decades" is a symptom of a pervasive cultural homogenization that is promoted, produced, and maintained by corporate capital. She also extends her arguments by projecting current transformations into the future. To the question of "how the locals will respond to the new-nostalgic vision of Times Square as zone of anarchic signage and clean bright fun," she proposes two alternative answers. In "what might be called the late-modern, left intellectual, tragic scenario," the eviction of the "sinful" original uses and users and the corporate-driven substitution of Times Square's authentic physical context with a "hyperreality of commercial messages" will not be well received by "real New Yorkers." In this pessimistic prophecy. Times Square will be transformed into a dull, unexciting area "for the benefit of tourists and visitors from the suburbs and outer boroughs." In contrast, in the second scenario, the exorbitant proliferation of consumerist signs will finally emancipate the citizensand the whole worldfrom their manipulative influence; the ecstasy of "Times Square's frenzied carnival of excess communication" will enable us to "receive the images of commodity culture as allegory rather than solicitation." 67 I *• As Ockman writes: "'Real New Yorkers' (here we construct our own mythic subject) are too savvy and have too many other places to go to take Times Square seriously as a 'destination' even if all subways do lead there." In Joan Ockman, Ibid., p. 8
The evident similarities between New York's metropolitan paradigm and its downscaled Greek version seem to reinforce the probability of Ockman's first hypothesis for the ultimate failure of Times Square's "Disney version of urban entertainment." For, in Ladadika, financial clouds have already started to darken the sky, as clients become fewer and fewer. Although the district is in the heart of the city, just next to the busy seaport, and by now not nearly as "inaccessible" as it used to be, "real Thessalonikians," acting upon Ockman's late-modern scenario, "won't be caught dead drinking beer in ersatz brew pubs."'' While the locals, saturated by its nostalgia, do not go there anymore, Ladadika is increasingly identified as a tourist venue, attracting visitors and people from the surrounding towns and vil-lages. Since the brothels, following all other traditional uses, have moved elsewhere in the city, the image of "the Red Line of the city" does not seem genuine anymore, even to the occasional tourist. literature Later on, other prairiesonce-upon-a-time rich and bloomingwill be discovered, which will be established as camps for the new agitated herds, suffering of mental sterility, sexual castration and other illnesses of the kind. Frigid entertainment-rooms and camouflaged seduction-houses will be built over the seven-sealed tombs of sin that used to smell human bodies and pure pleasure. But I will make an other Ladadika, I will open an other Canal d'Amour; to freshen up my feelings; to enliven my desires; to make friends like the good old times; to warm once again my love 
